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An essential aspect of infant language development involves the extraction of meaningful
information from a continuous stream of auditory input. Studies have identified early abilities
to differentiate auditory input along various dimensions, including the presence or absence
of structural regularities. In newborn infants, frontal and temporal regions were found to
respond differentially to these regularities (Gervain et al., 2008), and in order to examine the
development of this abstract rule learning we presented 7- and 9-month-old infants with syllables
containing an ABB pattern (e.g., “balolo”) or an ABC pattern (e.g., “baloti”) and measured
activity in left and right lateral brain regions using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). While prior
newborn work found increases in oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) activity in response to ABB blocks
as compared to ABC blocks in anterior regions, 7- and 9-month-olds showed no differentiation
between grammars in oxyHb. However, changes in deoxyhemoglobin (deoxyHb) pointed to a
developmental shift, whereby 7-month-olds showed deoxyHb responding significantly different
from zero for ABB blocks, but not ABC blocks, and 9-month-olds showed the opposite pattern,
with deoxyHb responding significantly different from zero for the ABC blocks but not the ABB
blocks. DeoxyHb responses were more pronounced over anterior regions. A grammar by time
interaction also illustrated that during the early blocks, deoxyHb was significantly greater to
ABC than in later blocks, but there was no change in ABB activation over time. The shift from
stronger activation to ABB in newborns (Gervain et al., 2008) and 7-month-olds in the present
study to stronger activation to ABC by 9-month-olds here is discussed in terms of changes in
stimulus salience and novelty preference over the first year of life. The present discussion also
highlights the importance of future work exploring the coupling between oxyHb and deoxyHb
activation in infant NIRS studies.
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Introduction
The first year of life represents an important period for language
development that culminates with infants producing their first
words. Even before they begin speaking, however, research has
shown that infants can pick up on important and complex linguistic
cues from their auditory input, including rhythmical cues (Mehler
et al., 1988), phonemic contrasts (e.g., Werker and Tees, 1984; Kuhl
et al., 2006), structural regularities (e.g., Christophe et al., 1994),
and transitional probabilities (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996; Teinonen
et al., 2009; for a review of early infant language development, see
Gervain and Mehler, 2010).
A rich set of behavioral work with infants during the first year of
life has highlighted abilities for extracting rules from stimuli varying
in repetition structure. Seminal work by Marcus et al. (1999) found
that 7-month-old infants tracked an embedded syllable structure
and later used this to generalize to novel stimuli. Subsequent work
has focused on the generalizability of this rule-learning mechanism, including the ability to extract rule information when syllables are substituted with other auditory sounds, such as tones
(e.g., Marcus et al., 2007; Dawson and Gerken, 2009), the use of
redundant cues to support rule learning (e.g., Frank et al., 2009),
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changing stimulus salience over development (e.g., Dawson and
Gerken, 2009), and rule abstraction across visual domains (Saffran
et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2009). The behavioral literature points
to shifting rule abstraction abilities between 5- and 12-months, but
little work has examined the neural correlates of pattern detection
abilities in this age group.
A growing set of infant language studies have utilized nearinfrared spectroscopy (NIRS), an optical imaging method that
assesses hemodynamic response in awake participants, to examine
the brain regions activated during processing and discrimination of
linguistically relevant auditory input within the first few months of
life (e.g., Pena et al., 2003; Homae et al., 2006; Saito et al., 2007a,b;
Gervain et al., 2008; Telkemeyer et al., 2009; see Obrig et al., 2010;
Gervain et al., 2011, for reviews). For example, Pena et al. (2003)
presented newborn infants with blocks of forward and backward
speech and used NIRS to measure hemodynamic response in the
left and right hemisphere during these auditory streams. During
forward speech, Pena et al. (2003) found greater activation in left
temporal areas. More specifically relating to the rule-learning literature, Gervain et al. (2008) also examined auditory processing in
newborn infants using NIRS, presenting blocks of trisyllabic words
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with either an ABB pattern or an ABC pattern. Newborns showed
greater activation to the ABB grammar than the ABC grammar,
providing evidence that infants are capable of extracting regularities
from their speech stream from birth (Gervain et al., 2008).
Although NIRS has provided researchers with the opportunity
to examine the neural bases of auditory processing, and in the case
of Gervain et al. (2008), repetition detection in very young infants,
few studies thus far have used this novel method to study auditory
processing in infants beyond 6-months-of-age (e.g., Homae et al.,
2007; Minagawa-Kawai et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2009; see Obrig et al.,
2010, for a review). By looking at a single auditory processing task
over a wider range of ages, researchers can develop a more comprehensive understanding of how auditory and linguistic processing
change over the course of infancy. Work by Minagawa-Kawai et al.
(2007) adopted this developmental approach and used NIRS to
examine the discrimination of phonemic contrasts in infants ranging from 3- to 28-months-of-age. Minagawa-Kawai et al. (2007)
identified a developmental shift in oxyhemoglobin responses to
across-category and within-category phonemic contrasts, as well
as changes in hemispheric lateralization over the first 2 years of life.
The present study aimed to examine the neural basis of linguistic
processing of repetition- and non-repetition-based grammars during the first year of life, extending from the paradigm developed by
Gervain et al. (2008). With a host of behavioral work showing subtle
shifts in development with respect to abstracting rules from input,
this work will contribute to a neural framework of learning and
pattern extraction. Seven- and 9-month-old infants were presented
with grammars that did or did not contain syllables with a repetition (ABB vs. ABC), and NIRS was used to capture hemodynamic
changes throughout the task. This work aimed to provide a richer
picture of the neural correlates of auditory processing and pattern
detection, across the first year of life.

Materials and methods
Participants

The final sample consisted of thirteen 7-month-old infants (mean
age = 208 days, SD = 17; six female infants) and fifteen 9-month-old
infants (mean age = 286 days, SD = 11; nine female infants). An
additional five 7-month-old infants and two 9-month-old infants
participated in the experiment, but were excluded due to excessive
noise due to hair and/or motion artifact that resulted in missing
data for over 30% of channels. All infants included in the experiment were: (1) born after 36 weeks gestational age, (2) born weighing more than 2500 g, and (3) born without a known neurological
abnormality. Project approval was obtained from the Institutional
Review Board of Children’s Hospital Boston. Written informed
consent was obtained from the parents of all infant participants.
Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of trisyllabic sequences identical to those used
in a prior study by Gervain et al. (2008) with newborn infants that
presented a repetition based ABB artificial grammar (e.g., “balolo”)
and an unstructured ABC control grammar (e.g., “baloti”; see
Gervain et al. for further details of the ABB and ABC grammar
construction). ABB and ABC grammars were matched in syllabic
repertoire, frequency of syllables, and transitional probabilities
between syllables.
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Trisyllabic sequences were grouped into blocks of 10, with
intervals of 0.5–1.5 s of silence occurring between each sequence.
Each block was, on average, 16 s in length. Blocks of the ABB and
ABC grammars were presented in one of two semi-randomized
sequences, and were separated by a silent pause of varying duration (15 s minimum).
Apparatus

A Hitachi ETG-4000 NIRS system with 24 simultaneously recording channels was used to collect hemodynamic response during
stimulus presentation. Two wavelengths of light (695 and 830 nm)
were used to measure cortical levels of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin (oxyHb and deoxyHb). The near-infrared light was
guided by optical fiber bundles that were 1 mm in diameter. On
the ETG-4000 device, each pair of adjacent incident and detection
fibers defines a single measurement channel, allowing the measurement of the hemodynamic changes in the brain corresponding to
a specific stimulus. The NIRS probes consist of two 3 × 3 chevron
arrays, each with five emitting and four detecting fibers held in place
by a silicone support with 3 cm spacing, and attached to a soft cap
designed for infants (see Figure 1A). The flexibility of the silicone
supported by an adjustable neoprene band allowed for a bilateral
placement of the probes spanning from anterior to posterior lateral
regions on each side of the head (see Figure 1B).
Procedure

Infants were seated on a parent’s lap throughout the experiment.
Infants passively listened to the auditory stimuli, which were presented through speakers placed behind a curtain in front of the
infants. During presentation of the ABB and ABC blocks, infants
were presented with a video containing shapes moving on a screen,
and when uninterested in the videos, an experimenter used silent
toys and bubbles to keep infants calm and still. Infants who became
fussy were permitted to nurse, feed from a bottle, or eat finger
foods to expose them to as many blocks as possible. While this had
the potential to introduce motion artifacts, past work recording
EEG during auditory stimuli (a method much more susceptible
to motion artifacts than NIRS) with infants who were nursing or
bottle-feeding obtained sufficient artifact-free data for analyses
under similar circumstances (Thomas and Lykins, 1995; Little et al.,
1999). Generally, trials were presented until the infant heard all 28
blocks, or until the infant became too fussy to continue.
Data Analysis

Based on the light intensity detected through each channel, relative concentrations of oxyHb and deoxyHb were calculated from
absorbance at each wavelength using the modified Beer–Lambert
law. This conversion, as well as further data analyses, was implemented through customized Matlab scripts (version 7.6, Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Timeseries corresponding to oxyHb and deoxyHb values were
first processed using a fifth order Butterworth filter between 0.01
and 1.0 Hz, and additional artifacts were identified and extracted if
the raw signal exceeded a threshold value (4.95), indicating saturation of the detector optodes, or if total hemoglobin change exceeded
0.3 mM*mm within a 0.7-s time window. For each subject with at
least 10 trials of each condition (ABB and ABC) and no significant
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artifacts after initial filtering, the data from each block were parsed
into a 16-s time window with 0.1 s time resolution beginning at
stimulus onset. In addition to inter-block intervals of at least 15 s
to allow the hemodynamic response to return to baseline, each 16 s
time window was corrected to a zero baseline value at stimulus
onset in order to allow for standardized comparisons across conditions. Specifically, for each trial, the oxyHb and deoxyHb value
in the first 0.1 s time bin was subtracted from itself to create a
zero baseline in each channel at the start of every trial. This value
was then subtracted from each subsequent time point for a given
channel to adjust the entire trial by this baseline correction within
the initial time bin.
Each block from a single participant was grouped by grammar
type and averaged to obtain mean values of oxyHb and deoxyHb
across time for each individual channel during the ABB and ABC
blocks. On a subject-by-subject level, any channels with low oxyHb
signal-to-noise (Mean/SD < 1.0) were excluded from subsequent
analyses. If this analysis of noise revealed a loss of more than 30%
of channels, infants were excluded from further analyses. On average, infants included in subsequent analyses lost 12% of channels
due to low signal-to-noise (SD = 8%).
Based on the work of Gervain et al. (2008), two sets of analyses
were conducted on the present data. The primary analyses examined the average value of oxyHb and deoxyHb across the 16-s time
window for each grammar type at each channel. A second analysis
calculated the average oxyHb and deoxyHb response from the first
four blocks of each condition and the last four blocks of each condition for every channel to examine differential activation across
time. For both analyses, channels were grouped into four regions,
Left Anterior (channels 1–5), Right Anterior (channels 20–24), Left
Posterior (channels 6–12), and Right Posterior (channels 13–19).
The probes were positioned such that posterior regions were posterior to the infant’s ear (see Figure 1).

Results
Figure 2 illustrates the grand average oxyHb and deoxyHb responses
to the ABB and ABC grammars for each age group across all trials, collapsed across the 24 channels used in subsequent analyses.
Preliminary repeated-measures ANOVAs were run to examine the
between-subjects effect of gender for each of the four analyses outlined below (average oxyHb response, average deoxyHb response,
oxyHb response over time, and deoxyHb response over time). No
significant main effects were found and subsequent analyses collapsed across gender.
Initial analyses examined the changes in oxyHb and deoxyHb by
the ABB and ABC grammars in each channel using paired t-tests for
each age group. No single channel showed a significant difference
between conditions in oxyHb or deoxyHb at either age (channelby-channel t-maps for oxyHb and deoxyHb in 7- and 9-month-old
infants are illustrated in the Appendix).
Average OxyHb and DeoxyHb Response Across All Trials

Average oxyHb response

Based on the average oxyHb concentration calculated across the
16-s time window for all trials, a 2 (Grammar: ABB, ABC) × 2
(Hemisphere: Left, Right) × 2 (Region: Anterior, Posterior) × 2
(Age: 7-month-old, 9-month-old) repeated-measures ANOVA
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Figure 1 | (A) Images of the neoprene headband used to hold the NIRS
probes in place in the present experiment. (B) Schematic of probe placement
over the left and right lateral regions of the infant head. Due to individual
variation, analyses were based on groups of channels to create standardized
regions of interest across infants. The left anterior region included channels
1–5; the left posterior region included channels 6–12, the right anterior region
included channels 20–24, and the right posterior region included channels
13–19.

with grammar, hemisphere, and region as within-subjects factors and age as the between-subjects factor revealed a marginal
three-way interaction between grammar, hemisphere, and region,
F(1,26) = 3.29, p = 0.08, η2p = 0.11, but no other significant
main effects or interactions (ps > 0.12). This trend showed that
oxyHb responses in the left hemisphere appeared similar in the
anterior and posterior regions for the ABB grammar (ABB Left
Anterior: M = 0.018 mmol*mm, SD = 0.009; ABB Left Posterior:
M = 0.014 mmol*mm, SD = 0.013) and for the ABC grammar
(ABC Left Anterior: M = 0.020 mmol*mm, SD = 0.010; ABC Left
Posterior: M = 0.018 mmol*mm, SD = 0.014). In the right hemisphere, however, the ABB grammar trended toward larger responding in the anterior region (M = 0.026 mmol*mm, SD = 0.019)
as compared to the posterior region (M = 0.005 mmol*mm,
SD = 0.015), while the ABC grammar showed the opposite pattern (ABC Right Anterior: M = 0.004 mmol*mm, SD = 0.011; ABC
Right Posterior: M = 0.025 mmol*mm, SD = 0.017).
Average deoxyHb response

Using the average deoxyHb concentration calculated across the 16-s
time window for all trials, a 2 (Grammar: ABB, ABC) × 2 (Hemisphere:
Left, Right) × 2 (Region: Anterior, Posterior) × 2 (Age: 7-month-old,
9-month-old) repeated-measures ANOVA with grammar, hemisphere,
and region as within-subjects factors and age as the between-subjects
factor revealed a main effect of region, F(1,26) = 13.19, p = 0.001,
η2p = 0.34, whereby a stronger negative response was found over
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Figure 2 | Time course of oxyHb and deoxyHb. Illustration of the average oxyHb and deoxyHb concentration at each time point across the 16-s time window for
the ABB and ABC grammar in the group of 7-month-old infants (left) and the group of 9-month-old infants (right). Concentrations are averaged across all 24 channels.

anterior regions (M = −0.016 mmol*mm, SD = 0.016) as compared
to posterior regions (M = −0.003 mmol*mm, SD = 0.018). A significant interaction between hemisphere and region was also identified,
F(1,26) = 5.71, p = 0.024, η2p = 0.18. Post hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed that for anterior regions, the right hemisphere showed a greater
negative deoxyHb response (M = −0.021 mmol*mm, SD = 0.023) as
compared to the left hemisphere (M = −0.012 mmol*mm, SD = 0.016),
t(27) = 2.11, p = 0.044, d = 0.46, but in posterior regions, there was no
significant difference between hemispheres, t(27) = −0.92, p = 0.37,
d = 0.19 (Left Posterior: M = −0.005 mmol*mm, SD = 0.021; Right
Posterior: M = −0.001 mmol*mm, SD = 0.022).
Further, a marginal interaction was observed between grammar
and age, F(1,26) = 3.18, p = 0.086, η2p = 0.11, whereby 7-month-old
infants showed a greater negative deoxyHb response to the ABB grammar (M = −0.018 mmol*mm, SD = 0.022) as compared to the ABC
grammar (M = −0.005 mmol*mm, SD = 0.024), and 9-month-old
infants showed the opposite pattern, with larger negative deoxyHb
responding to the ABC grammar (M = −0.014 mmol*mm, SD = 0.025)
as compared to the ABB grammar (M = −0.002 mmol*mm,
SD = 0.023). Follow-up one-sample t-tests revealed that in 7-montholds, the ABB deoxyHB response was significantly different from
zero, t(12) = −2.879, p = 0.014, d = 0.80, and in 9-month-olds,
the ABC deoxyHb response was significantly different from zero,
t(14) = −2.220, p = 0.043, d = 0.57. The 7-month-old ABC deoxyHb
response and the 9-month-old ABB deoxyHb responses were not
significantly different from zero (ps > 0.45; Figure 3).

Figure 3 | Average deoxyHb concentration. Analysis of mean deoxyHb
concentration revealed a marginal age by condition interaction (p = 0.08).
Post hoc analyses revealed that 7-month-olds show a negative response
significantly different from zero for the ABB grammar, while the 9-month-olds
show a negative response significantly different from zero for the ABC
grammar. Error bars represent ±SE.

ANOVA with time, grammar, hemisphere, and region as withinsubjects factors and age as the between-subjects factor revealed no
main effects or interactions.

Average OxyHb and DeoxyHb Response: Early vs. Late Blocks

Based on the work of Gervain et al. (2008), hemodynamic activity was compared between the first four blocks of each condition
and the last four blocks of each condition to examine differential
activation over time. These analyses included thirteen 7-monthold-infants, and eleven 9-month-old infants. The remaining four
9-month-olds who were included in the first analysis were excluded
from the response-over-time analysis because they made it through
less than 21 trials before becoming fussy.
OxyHb response across blocks

A 2 (Time: First 4 blocks, Last 4 blocks) × 2 (Grammar: ABB,
ABC) × 2 (Hemisphere: Left, Right) × 2 (Region: Anterior,
Posterior) × 2 (Age: 7-month-old, 9-month-old) repeated-measures
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DeoxyHb response across blocks

Parallel to the analysis described above, a repeated-measures
ANOVA with time, grammar, hemisphere, and region as withinsubjects factors and age as the between-subjects factor examined
deoxyHb responding within the first four and last four blocks of
the experiment. This analysis revealed several findings. First, as in
the average deoxyHb analysis, a main effect of region was observed,
F(1,22) = 19.09, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.47,with greater activation in
anterior regions (M = −0.015 mmol*mm, SD = 0.026) than posterior regions (M = −0.003 mmol*mm, SD = 0.020). Additionally,
there was a significant interaction between grammar and time,
F(1,22) = 5.80, p = 0.025, η2p = 0.21, such that the ABC grammar
showed a significantly greater negative deoxyHb response during
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the first four blocks than the last four blocks, t(23) = 2.56, p = 0.017,
d = 0.61, but the ABB grammar showed no difference across time,
t(23) = 0.77, p = 0.45, d = 0.21. One-sample t-tests revealed that
the ABC response during the first four blocks was significantly
different from zero, t(23) = −2.94, p = 0.007, d = 0.60, and that the
ABB response during the last four blocks was marginally different
from zero, t(23) = −1.83, p = 0.08, d = 0.37.
Finally, a marginal interaction between grammar and age was
also found, F(1,22) = 4.06, p = 0.056, η2p = 0.16, with 7-montholds showing greater activation to the ABB grammar than the
ABC grammar, and 9-month-olds showing greater activation to
ABC than ABB, though neither difference reaches significance
(ps > 0.1). One-sample t-tests revealed that overall activation to
the ABB grammar in 7-month-olds was significantly different from
zero, t(12) = −2.78, p = 0.017, d = 0.77, and activation to the ABC
grammar in 9-month-olds was significantly different from zero,
t(10) = −2.14, p = 0.058, d = 0.64 (see Figure 4).

Discussion
In the present study we examined oxyHb and deoxyHb responses
to two artificial grammars, one containing syllables in an ABB pattern and the other containing syllables in an ABC pattern. Analyses
examining the average oxyHb response to each grammar across all
trials of the experiment as well as across early and late blocks found
no differential responses relating to hemisphere or region and
no differentiation between the ABB and ABC grammars. Across
analyses examining deoxyHb responding, overall greater negative
response was found in anterior regions as compared to posterior
regions, and 7- and 9-month-olds showed trends toward differential responding to the ABB and ABC grammars. Specifically,
7-month-olds showed deoxyHb responding significantly different from zero for the ABB grammar and not the ABC grammar,

Figure 4 | Average deoxyHb concentration over time. Analysis of deoxyHb
concentration during the first four blocks and the last four blocks revealed a
significant interaction between condition and time (p = 0.025), with a significantly
larger deoxyHb response for the ABC grammar during the early blocks than the
later blocks (p < 0.02) and no change in ABB grammar responding across time
(p = 0.45). Additionally, a marginal interaction was found between condition and
age (p = 0.056). One-sample t-tests revealed that the 7-month-old ABB
response during Blocks 1–4 and the 9-month-old ABC response during Blocks
1–4 are significantly different from zero. Error bars represent ±SE.
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while 9-month-olds showed the opposite effect, with activation
significantly different from zero for the ABC grammar and not
the ABB grammar.
Average deoxyHb across all trials also revealed an interaction
between region and hemisphere, with posterior regions showing
no differences in responding across hemispheres, but significantly
greater activation in the right anterior region than the left anterior
region. When examining deoxyHb activation across early and late
blocks, a grammar by time interaction was observed as well. Between
the early and late blocks, ABC activation significantly decreased,
while no difference in ABB responding was found between the two
time points. The deoxyHb response to ABC during the early trials
was significantly different than zero.
With regards to localization of the neural response, parallel to the oxyHb findings from Gervain et al. (2008), the present
study revealed stronger deoxyHb activation in anterior regions
as compared to posterior regions. However, no left hemisphere
bias was found, contrary to prior studies using auditory stimuli
with infants from 0- to 4-months-of-age (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz,
2000; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002; Pena et al., 2003). In fact, the
only significant finding relating to hemisphere in the present work
identified greater deoxyHb responding in right anterior regions as
compared to left anterior regions. Although the work of Gervain
et al. (2008) showed no absolute left hemisphere bias to the syllables in newborns, the oxyHb response to the ABB grammar did
show a significantly greater response in the left hemisphere, raising
the question of why the 7- and 9-month-old infants in the present
study show little influence of the left hemisphere on hemodynamic
activity. In considering important changes in speech perception that
occur between 8- and 12-months-of-age (e.g., Werker, 1989), it is
possible that the present stimuli, spoken by a native French speaker,
could mark these stimuli as less linguistically meaningful to children
as they become older. Further, recent work by Homae et al. (2007)
found stronger right hemisphere activation for flattened speech
streams, and because the present stimuli contained monotonous
prosody, this could perhaps result in right hemisphere activation
that tempers any left hemisphere dominance that might otherwise
be found relating to rule learning and pattern extraction processes.
By using NIRS to examine the neural response to ABB and ABC
grammars in 7- and 9-month-old infants, the present work extends
the newborn ABB and ABC study of Gervain et al. (2008). Gervain
et al. (2008) found greater oxyHb activation in response to the ABB
grammar than the ABC grammar, and this was more pronounced
in the anterior regions of the newborn brain. The current study
found a developmental shift in this response, with 7-month-old
infants showing a significant response to ABB blocks but not ABC
blocks, and 9-month-olds showing a significant response to ABC
blocks but not ABB blocks. The heightened neural attunement to
differing patterns at different ages is consistent with behavioral
work illustrating shifts in sensitivity to repetition patterns during
the first year of life (e.g., Johnson et al., 2009).
With larger negative deoxyHb responses expected to correspond with greater activation to that stimulus (see Obrig et al.,
2010, for a review), the present findings suggest changes in the
salience of the ABB and ABC grammars across the first year of
life, as newborns (Gervain et al., 2008) and 7-month-olds show
more negative deoxyHb responding to the ABB grammar and
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9-month-olds show more negative responding to the ABC grammar This shift in salience from ABB to ABC over the first year of
life might parallel infant looking-time findings that show that,
after a familiarization period, preference for the familiar stimulus
is found in younger infants, while preference for the novel stimulus can be found in older infants (e.g., Ferry et al., 2010). Aslin
(2007) describes this difference in terms of a balance, whereby
“…stimuli can trigger a recognition response for familiarity that
is stronger than the attentional response to novelty.” The newborns tested by Gervain et al. (2008) could be neurally attuned
to the familiarity and regularity of the repetition rule within the
ABB blocks, while the ABC grammar could represent an overly
complex stimulus to 1-day-old participants. On the other hand,
in 7- to 9-months-olds who have been exposed to a wider range
of auditory input and can proficiently extract regularities from
the surrounding speech stream (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996), it is
possible that the easily detectable repetition in ABB blocks is
redundant and requires less neural processing than the consistently novel ABC input.
Gervain et al. (2008) found that over the course of their experiment, newborns showed an interaction between grammar and
time, such that the ABB grammar showed increasing activation
from the early blocks to the late blocks, while the ABC grammar
showed no change. The present study also found an interaction
between these two variables: 7- to 9-month-olds show a different
response pattern, with significantly more activation to ABC during
the first four blocks as compared to the last four blocks, and no
difference between ABB activation across time. In the newborn
study, infants become increasingly responsive to their preferred
stimulus throughout the experiment, while 7- to 9-month-olds
showed responding significantly greater than zero for only the
ABC stimulus early on, but no significant difference from zero
for either stimulus during late blocks. One probable explanation
for this early differentiation followed by no differentiation in the
7- to 9-month-olds is that the experiment extended beyond their
interest and led to diminished attention and responding to the
differences between the ABB and ABC grammars. A recent review
by Turk-Browne et al. (2008) discusses infant studies that resulted
in either the habituation of responses across time or the enhancement of responses across time and the related phenomenon in
adult neuroimaging work, but the factors that lead to habituation vs. enhancement remain unclear. In order to further delineate
developmental shifts between the repetition enhancement found
by Gervain et al. (2008) in newborns and the repetition suppression found in the present study with older infants, work is under
way using the present auditory NIRS task with a wider age range
of infants.
Finally, it is important to mention that while Gervain et al.
(2008) found significant effects in their analyses of oxyHb activation, in the present study we only find effects in analyses of
deoxyHb activation. Cortical activation is traditionally thought
to result in both an increase in oxyHb and a decrease in deoxyHb;
however, studies using NIRS often find stronger effects in one
over the other. Many complex factors likely contribute to how
robustly oxy- and deoxyHb activation are coupled in infant NIRS
experiments, including the equipment used, the ages tested, and
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the areas of the brain examined (see Gervain et al., 2011, for further discussion). While many infant NIRS studies have reported
significant oxyHb effects alongside few or no significant deoxyHb
effects (e.g., Saito et al., 2007a,b; Gervain et al., 2008; Lloyd-Fox
et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009), some studies have reported significant activation in both oxyHb and deoxyHb (e.g., Wilcox et al.,
2005; Homae et al., 2006). The first year of life includes developmental changes in brain maturation such as changes in vascular
tone and blood flow patterns, and NIRS work should continue
to explore how this development differentially affects oxyHb and
deoxyHb responding. The importance of understanding changes
in deoxyHb has been emphasized by adult neuroimaging work
that identifies deoxyHb as the species of hemoglobin correlated
with the blood oxygenation level-dependent response found in
fMRI studies (e.g., Kleinschmidt et al., 1996; see Steinbrink et al.,
2006, for a review). This fMRI/NIRS literature supports data interpretation that gives at least as much weight to deoxyHb findings
as oxyHb findings, an important consideration for future infant
NIRS studies.
An important limitation of the present study is the varying
attentional state of the infant participants throughout the session
due to the range of silent activities permitted to keep them free
of motion (e.g., watching videos, examining novel toys, drinking
from a bottle, sleeping). Because of the more limited time span for
keeping 7- and 9-month-old infants still during this 15-min task
as compared to the newborn infants tested in Gervain et al. (2008),
follow-up studies in older infants should consider a paradigm with
fewer blocks of shorter duration in order to equate testing conditions across infants as carefully as possible.

Conclusion
In summary, the present work has identified bilateral regions in
7- and 9-month-old infants that show neural attunement to blocks
of syllables containing a repetition (ABB) and blocks without a
repetition (ABC). While newborn infants (Gervain et al., 2008) and
7-month-old infants showed heightened activity to ABB stimuli,
9-month-old infants showed greater responding to the ABC grammar, perhaps reflecting increased attention to the complexity of the
always-changing stimulus. Current work with 3- and 12-month-old
infants is underway to more clearly delineate changes in activation
across the first year of life to stimuli with and without structural
regularities. Specifically, this work will explore the shifting contributions of both oxyHb and deoxyHb in differentiating linguistically relevant information and contribute to our understanding
of the factors influencing hemispheric lateralization in response
to auditory stimuli. Moreover, this work will allow researchers to
gain further insight into the neural bases of developmental shifts
in abstract rule learning.
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Appendix
Statistical maps (t-maps) comparing oxyHb and deoxyHb responses
to the repetition (ABB) and non-repetition (ABC) grammars for
7-month-olds (Figure A1) and 9-month-olds (Figure A2). For
ABB vs. ABC in oxyHb t-tests (left side of Figures A1 and A2),

Processing repetition grammars in infancy

warmer colors (reds) signify greater activation to ABB grammar
as compared to ABC grammar; for deoxyHb t-tests (right side of
Figures A1 and A2), colder colors (blues) signify greater activation
to ABB as compared to ABC. No channels showed significant differences between the two grammars (all ps > 0.05).

Figure A1 | Channel-by-channel t-tests for 7-month-old infants in the present study.

Figure A2 | Channel-by-channel t-tests for 9-month-old infants in the present study.
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